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1.0 Survey Instrument Overview  
This report presents the survey instrument conducted in December 2018 on the topic of auto-
mated vehicles. The survey was designed to establish a baseline of data on consumer interest 
and knowledge of AVs in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area.  Survey participants were re-
cruited through SSI / Research Now and administered the 20-25- minute survey using an on-
line format. 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2.0 Survey and Consent Forms  
[SCREEN #1 UPON RECEIVING SOLICITATION EMAIL AND SELECTING LINK INDICATING 
INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING IN A GENERIC SURVEY] 

� 

[SCREEN 2]  

� 

 [SCREEN 3]  
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 [SCREEN 4]

� 

[SCREEN 5]  

�  
 [SCREEN 6]  

�  
 [SCREEN 7]  
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� 

[SCREEN 8]  

� 
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 [SCREEN 9]  

�  

*Note: The following question numbers do not correspond with the data map file. * 
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3.0 Background Information – Individual Informa-
tion 

1. My age is (in years): ____[termination point: only include 18-75]


�  

2. My current place of residence is: 

The first four digits of your postal code are (i.e. A#A - # no spaces in between) ________ 	 

[The FSA question is asked alone and in isolation without the other two below.  Upon entering 
the first three digits of the FSA, two actions are possible:


� 


a. If an FSA is in Table 1 (also attached in excel), then the participant is prompted with ei-
ther:]

i. Your response indicates that you reside in ____________ [from m:m table]

Or

ii. Your response indicates that you reside in either ___________ or ___________

Or

iii. Your response indicates that you reside in either ______ or ______ or ________ 

b. [Then the respondent is prompted with:]

Is this true?	 	 Yes 	 	 No 

c. If they select no, they are terminated.


d. If they respond “yes”, and only one region is identified in the table, then the respondent 
is done with the location questions and is eligible based on the locational requirement. 
 >NON-TERMINATION LOGIC.


e. If they respond “yes,” and two or three regions are identified in table, then the 2 or 3 
regions are highlighted and clickable and the participant is further prompted with:]
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f. [Then the names of the regions (the underlined component above) are highlighted and 
additional text reads below]


i. Please select the city or region in which you reside.


�  

�  

ii. [Upon selecting the city/region in which they reside, the respondent is done with 
the location questions and is eligible for the survey based on locational require-
ments > NON-TERMINATION LOGIC.]


Region FSA Cities

L1H L0R L1K M1B L1R L3S L6J M1C 
L9C L3X L1J L7C L1T L1S L3M L6S 
L0E L3T L4P L3P N1H L1V L7L L9H 
L5N L6H L6M L7P L6X L6R L1C L4H 
L7G L4A L7E L3R L4G L6A L1G L0K 
L6Y L6P L9W L3V K0M L4C L1N L5M L4L 
L6L N3W N1R L8M M8Z M4T M3H L7A L9L 
M6H L1X M5M 
M6G M4R L9S L7N M5A L8E L3Z 
L3Y L7M L9G L0A L9T L1E L9P M5G 
N3T L4E L4J L6C L7B

Peel Mississauga, Brampton, Caledon

Halton Burlington, Oakville, Milton, and 
Halton Hills

Durham Town of Ajax,Township of Brock, 
Municipality of Clarington,City of 
Oshawa , C i t y o f P i c k e r i n g , 
Township of Scugog, Township of 
Uxbridge, Town of Whitby

York Town of Aurora, Town of East 
Gwillimbury, Town of Georgina, 
To w n s h i p o f K i n g , C i t y o f 
Markham,Town of Newmarket, 
Town of Richmond Hill, City of 
Vaughan, Town of Whitchurch–
Stouffville

Hamilton 
(city)

Hamilton

Toronto Toronto
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brock,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clarington
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oshawa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pickering,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scugog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uxbridge,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitby,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aurora,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Gwillimbury,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgina,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markham,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newmarket,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richmond_Hill,_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaughan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitchurch%25E2%2580%2593Stouffville


g. Region: [drop down menu of Peel, Halton, York, Durham, Hamilton, and Toronto, Other.] 
_________


[Upon having entered their location Individuals should are prompted with this.  At this point, 
this applies to participants who either have indicated that they do not live in FSAs listed in Ta-

D i s t r i c t 
#1

M4B M4C M4J M4K M4L M4M M4T M4V 
M4W M4X M4Y M5A M5B M5C M5E M5G 
M5HM7R M5X M5W M5L M7Y M5K M7A 
L5P L1Y M5E M5H L0P M4H M5J M5C L8N 
M4X L6G L5S M5B M3L M4Y L0H L0C 
M5S L4V M4P M5V L0B M5T L0J L7S N0A 
M3K L8R L1L L5T M2P M4V M3C M4W 
M6K M5R 
N0B M5N L4X M4S M6R M9L L5K M4M 
M6J M5P L5E M2K L9K M4N 
M9M M1H L8P M4B M4A M9N M3N 
M3M M8X M4G M4K L5W M3J M1J 
M8Y M2L L1P M6L M6C M6A M6P 
M9P L7R M1T M1G M4E M8V M1N 
M9R M3B L4Y L5A L9N M3A M2R 
M8W L5R L1B L7K L7J M2H L1W 
L4Z M6B M4L M6S M4J L8V L7T L8W L6W 
M1M M6M L5G M6E M1P 
L5B L1Z L8S N3L L9B M4C M2M L8T 
L4K L4W N0E L0L L4T M6N M1R 
L5H M9V M2J M1W L8G L8L M1X 
M1L L6B L9A L6K L1A L1M M9A 
L6E M1K L6V L6T M9C M1S L5J 
L5C L8H L5V L8J L4S L6Z M1V M9B 
L8K M1E L4B M2N L5L L0G M9W 
M5J M5K M5P M5R M5S M5T M5V M6C 
M6G M6H M6J M6K M6R M7A M7Y

D i s t r i c t 
#2

M3L M6E M6L M6M M6N M6P M6S M8V 
M8W M8X M8Y M8Z M9A M9B M9C M9L 
M9M M9N M9P M9R M9V M9W

D i s t r i c t 
#3

M2H M2J M2K M2L M2M M2N M2P M2R 
M3A M3B M3C M3H M3J M3K M3L M3N 
M3M M4A M4G M4H M4N M4P M4R M5N 
M6A M6B

D i s t r i c t 
#4

M1B M1C M1E M1G M1H M1J M1K M1L 
M1M M1N M1P M1R M1S M1T M1W M1V 
MIX
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ble 1 at all or participants who indicate that they do not match the FSA-region matches based 
on logic above.]


i. You have indicated that you live in:

	 	 ____ four-digit postal code

	 	 ____ city/town

	 	 ____ region.


ii. Is this correct?

	 	 Yes

	 	 No

 [If yes, then proceed to termination logic.  If no, then return to location question. If someone is 
returned to location question a second time, then terminate.]


h.

�  

3.  

�  
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4.  

� 


* [Prompted when participant hovers over the asterisk: List consistent with Statistics Canada 
classification standards effective September 18, 2017]. 
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5.  

�  
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6.  

 �  

[The following Terms are defined when the participants hovers over the terms: 

Non-immigrant/Canadian citizen by birth: If you hover over this, it displays, “This category in-
cludes persons who are Canadian citizens by birth.” 
Immigrant: If you hover over this, it displays, “This category includes persons who are, or who 
have ever been, landed immigrants or permanent residents. Such persons have been granted 
the right to live in Canada permanently by immigration authorities. Immigrants who have ob-
tained Canadian citizenship by naturalization are included in this category.” 
Non-permanent resident: If you hover over this, it displays, “This category includes persons 
from another country who have a work or study permit or who are refugee claimants, and their 
family members sharing the same permit and living in Canada with them.”]


7. How many years has it been since you first obtained landed immigrant or permanent resi-
dent status?*  [ASKED IF Q6 = “Immigrant”] 

a. Less than two years

b. 2-5 years

c. 6-10 years

d. 11-15 years

e. More than 15 years


* [Prompted when participant hovers over the asterisk: List consistent with Statistics Canada 
classification standards effective September 18, 2017]. 
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8. 

a.  


�  

b. [If they select yes, the following screen will appear] 


�  

9.   

�  
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10.  

�  
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4.0 Employment and Commuting 
4.1 Employment


11.  

�  

12. 

�  

[The following Terms are defined when the participants hovers over the terms: 

Full time:  This category includes employed persons who usually worked 30 hours or more per 
week, at their main or only job.

Part time: This category includes employed persons who usually worked less than 30 hours per 
week, at their main or only job.

Unemployed: Were without work and had looked for work within the past four weeks

Not in the labour force: Unavailable for work or unable to work. It also includes persons who 
were without work and who had neither actively looked for work in the past four weeks.]


[At this point, survey participants are categorized into the following bins based on Q11 and 
Q12 which are relevant for future questions:
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Non-workers (Those who answered {“unemployed” “not in the labour force” or “other” or “re-
tired”} and “not a student” based on the previous three questions.) 
Non-commuters: Those who did one of the following: 

a. Not “student full-time” and not “part-time student” and (Answered “employed at 
home full-time” or  

b. Answered “employed at home part-time.”) 
Dominant Worker Commuters Those who meet any of the following criteria: 

a. Selected “employed full-time” 
b. Selected “employed part-time” and {“A part-time student” or “non-student”} 

Dominant Student Commuters: Those who meet any of the following criteria): 
a. Selected “student full-time” but not “employed full-time” or 
b. Selected “a part-time student,” not “employed full-time,” and not “employed part- 

time.” ]

[Following questions are only asked of DOMINANT COMMUTING WORKERS or DOMINANT 
STUDENTS.]
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4.2 Commuting to Work/School


13. 

�  

14.  

�  
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15.  

�  
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4.3 Telework

16.  

�  
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5.0 Residence & Household 

17.  

�  

18.  

�  

[When hovering over “post-secondary” it is defined as “any education beyond High School, 
including college, university, technical schools, etc.”] 
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19.  

�  

20. 


�  

21.  

 

�  
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22.  

�  
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6.0 Vehicle Ownership  

23.  

�  

24. [Asked if Q23>0]


�  

25. [Asked of those who have one or more vehicles in Household (“Yes”) in Q23]


�  
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26. [ASKED IF Q23 <2] How much did this vehicle cost you when you or your household pur-
chased it?  


a. less than $15,000 or less

b. $15,000 001 - $30,000

c. $30,000 001 - $45,000

d. $45,000001-$60,000

e. more than $60,000


27. [ASKED IF Q23 >1] 


� 


28.  

�  
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29.  

�  

30.   

�  

31.  

�  

32.  

�  
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7.0 Recent Daily Travel 

33.  

�  

34. [Asked of those who have one or more vehicles in Household (“Yes”) in Q23]


�  

35.  

�  

36.  

�  
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37. In the past 30 days, how often have you used each of the following car share or ride hailing 
services?                                                                                                                                                                    
[FOLLOWING IS SHOWED IN A TABLE WITH BUTTONS WHICH THE PARTICIPANTS CAN 
CLICK.] 

                                                                                                                                                            
[Survey questions related to the use of each of these services appeared as the following:]

�  

I never 
do this.

I do this, but 
not in the 
past 30 days

1-3 times 
in the last 
30 days

1 day / 
week

2-4 
days / 
week

5 
days / 
week

6-7 
days / 
week

Used car share

Used Uber ride 
hailing services

Used Lyft ride 
hailing services 

Used Uber Eats 

Used taxi 

Used a bike share 
program (e.g. Bike 
Share Toronto)
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[When hovering over "Uber" the participant sees the text: “Uber refers to either Uber X or Uber 
Pool, but does not refer to Uber Eats."  Also, when hovering over “car share” the participant 
sees the text: “Car sharing is a type of self-service car rental where designated cars are avail-
able to be rented by members on an as-needed basis, typically for a short period of time.”]


38.  

�  
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8.0 Travel Preferences and Choices 
8.1 Automated Vehicles Opinions and Choices


�  

�  

�  
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39. Automated vehicles will have a “vey positive” “positive” / “unsure/neutral” / “negative” 
“very negative” impact on:


a. vehicle safety 

b. pedestrian and bicycle safety

c. traffic congestion alleviation

d. public transit service quality 

e. vehicle performance in rain or snow

f. reducing distracted and impaired driving

g. travel reliability

h. shorter commute times

i. hacking

j. data privacy

k. vehicle emissions generation

l. fuel efficiency

m. parking convenience

n. multitasking in the car


[Survey questions related to the use of each of these factors appeared as the following:] 

�  

40.  
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�  

41.  

�  

42.  

If you used a fully-automated vehicle and did not need to drive, how interested would you be in 
the following activities in the vehicle?  [Range from “very interested’, “moderately interested”, 
“neutral/unsure” and “not interested”]


a. Sleep

b. Work

c. Eat

d. Read

e. Look out the window

f. Daydream

g. Watch tv or movies

h. Engage in social media

i. Email	 

j. Make phone calls


[Survey questions related to the use of each of these activities appeared as the following:] 
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�  

43.  

�  
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44.  

�  

45.  

�  
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46.  

�  
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8.2. Prospective Travel Choices


47.  

�  

�                         

48.  

�  

49. 

Would you be willing to ride each of the following types of transit vehicles if they were driver-
less? 


a. small shuttle bus  

b. regular-sized or articulated bus

c. streetcar

d. light rail train

e. subway train

f. commuter train


[Survey questions related to the use of each of these activities appeared as the following:] 
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�  

�                                  
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8.3. Travel Choices

                                                                                                                    
50.  

�  

Attributes include: 

a. travel time (ranges from 10 minutes to 60 minutes)  

b. cost (ranges from free to $40)

c. whether ride is shared with others (yes or no)

d. whether vehicle has a driver or not (yes or no)                                                                              


Other non-alternative-specific attributes include: 

a. shopping

b. work/school

c. trip to restaurant or eatery 


The travel mode options are: 

a. drive 

b. bike 

c. on-demand service 

d. transit and on-demand service

e. transit and walk


[Survey questions related to the use of each of these Attributes and Options appeared as 
the following:] 
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�  
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9.0. Automated Vehicles and Public Policy 

51.  

�  

52.  

What transportation policy objectives are important to you when considering the possible fu-
ture role of automated vehicles?  

[rank from “very unimportant,” “somewhat unimportant”, “unsure/neither important nor unim-
portant”,” “somewhat important”, and “very important”]


a. Economic development and jobs 

b. Movement of goods and freight

c. Environmental improvement

d. Improve public health

e. Better road safety

f. Improve transit services and use

g. Better manage traffic

h. More efficient delivery of public services

i. Impacts on privacy and security

j. Improve business intelligence 

k. Improve opportunities for vulnerable populations

l. Improve opportunities for underserved neighbourhoods

m. Impacts on the workforce

n. Unobstructed movement of emergency vehicles


                                                                                                                                                            
[Survey questions related to each policy objective appeared as the following:] 
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�  

53.  

�  

54.  

�  
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55.  

�  

56.  

�  

57.  

Before today, had you ever heard of any of the following initiatives?

a. The City of Toronto is conducting research, and developing a plan to prepare for 

automated vehicles.   

i. Yes	 

ii. No	 

iii. Unsure/Neutral


b. The Province of Ontario has created a pilot program to allow highly automated 
vehicles to be tested on any road in Ontario by application and under certain 
conditions.  


i. Yes	 

ii. No	 

iii. Unsure/Neutral


c. The Province has approved several applications under this pilot program, and 
the private sector and universities are currently testing highly automated vehi-
cles on roads in Ontario.  Yes	 No	 Unsure/Neutral


d. The City of Toronto, Toronto Transit Commission, and Metrolinx received fund-
ing from Transport Canada to test a driverless shuttle in Toronto.  


i. Yes	 

ii. No	 

iii. Unsure/Neutral


[Survey questions related to each initiative appeared as the following:] 
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�  

[FINAL SCREEN] 
Thank you for having taken the time to complete this survey. Your time and input will play a 
critical role in supporting this study and informing policymaking.
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